The Future of Industrial Treated Products

th

38 Annual Meeting
CANADIAN WOOD PRESERVATION ASSOCIATION
October 25th and 26th 2017 | Holiday Inn | Toronto International Airport
Plan to Participate With Your Peers
Anticipating our biggest meeting ever, join with as many as a hundred peers from the around the wood
preservation industry. We will have speakers, guests and networking with academia, government,
associations, suppliers, producers, users, distributors, consultants and allied industries. The session will
focus on all aspects of what the future of industrial preserved wood products will look like in Canada.
The conference will be held consecutively with the meetings of Wood Preservation Canada (for
members) and CSA A366 Committee of Wood Preservation (for committee members).

Accommodations & Registration
The Holiday Inn Toronto International Airport (YYZ) will offer a special rate at $129 per night, CAD
(plus taxes). Make reservations ASAP by calling 416-674-4343 or by email to reservations@yyzia.com.
Make sure to tell the hotel you are part of the CWPA to get the rate. The special rate will be available
until Sept. 22, 2017.
Meeting registration and a link to make hotel reservations online will be available on our website
www.cwpa.ca/meetings/. For more information email info@cwpa.ca.
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Overview of new biomaterials
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Protection of new biomaterials

David Fell (FPI)

Markets and the bioeconomy

Wadood Hamad (FPI)

Cellulosic biomaterials

Martin Feng (FPI)

Lignin-based products

Other Speakers
Jeff Morrell

Decay/termite resistance of coatings

John Boys (Nicola Log Works)

Protecting mass timber buildings

Michael Wilkinson (RDH)

Deck design to diminish decay

Jim Briant (Nisus)

Copper naphthenate

Mark Manning (RTM)

Dual treatments for railroad ties

Dallin Brooks (WWPI)

Revised aquatic assessment tool

Rod Stirling (FPI)

Carbon-based preservatives for ground contact

Adnan Uzunovic (FPI)

Evaluation of mould protectants ± condensation

Jong-Bum Ra Gyeongnam U.

ACQ+CA-treated hemlock and spruce in Korea

Paul Morris (FPI)

Field testing in Canada – engineered wood products

Phil Evans (UBC)

Surface protection

Jun Zhang

Release of copper particles from MC

Antoine Cogulet

Degradation of wood beneath coatings
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